historical, material, and cultural factors that shape gameplay in India. It demonstrates the importance of contextualized global media analysis and concludes by analyzing the construction of the Indian gaming audience in relation to these interwoven factors.
India's Short Digital Game History
The Indian video game audience is young twice over. The average age in India is 26, which is 10 years younger than the average US gamer, and younger than the average American population (CIA 2009; Entertainment Software Association 2010) . In addition, because game systems did not enter India until the 1990s, even avid gamers have had comparatively little time with them. Super Nintendo, Sega Genesis, and PlayStation were the consoles of the day when digital games first came to India. As a result, India did not experience the evolution of digital gaming that began in the 1960s in the United States and Japan. Understanding Indian game culture, then, is distinct from analyses of contemporary US game culture, which includes a slow build up of the industry, its ebbs and flows, and its relationship to broader national cultures (Dyer-Witheford and De Peuter 2009).
Industry representatives and newspaper articles often stress that Indian video game development is "minuscule compared to the evolved western markets" (PTI 2010). In our conversation, Rajesh Rao, CEO and founder of Dhruva Interactive, India's first game development company, noted that it was difficult to compete with companies that had nearly 30 years more experience. Similarly, Ernest Adams, game designer and cofounder of the International Game Developers Association, was asked to address in his 2009 NASSCOM keynote how Indian designers might catch up to Western game development "in 5 years instead of 15" (Adams 2009). A feeling that India needed to "catch up" permeated my interviews.
Informants discussed this in relation to consumption of games as well. Over lunch, on the roof of Dhruva's offices in Bangalore, for example, Rao explained that India did not have the long history of gameplay seen in the United States. There was no build up from playing simple games, such as Pong and Space Invaders to more complex games like Call of Duty; there was no subsequent shift to casual games, mobile games, and social networking games. "In India" he said, "everything is happening all at once." As another developer described, "You haven't seen this culture over here. A lot of people are pushing games into the Indian context in the very recent past." Indeed, Erhardt finds that many Indian gamers did not start playing until late into their teens and early adulthood: "22% of
